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Medford Nursery works closely with the top rose brands available to be able to offer the
most thrilling selection of roses with specifically developed remarkable attributes. Our
branded partners are all experts in their field and leaders in developing the strongest,
most disease resistant and exciting roses imaginable. We are grateful for the passion,
knowledge and experience our branded partners pour into all of the exceptional roses we
are able to offer.
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Legends.... Women and Roses

BARBRA STREISAND
Hybrid Tea with blooms of sensuous lavender
edged with deep magenta. Its glossy, deep
green foliage and strong, sweet fragrance
make for a wonderful cut rose selection.
INGRID BERGMAN®
Unique and novel color, great
exhibition form and very strong
fragrance. A hybrid tea with very
good disease resistance.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

We remain in awe of the stunning displays we see from
these Roses that were named for legends we have also
admired as they have touched the lives of others.

2023

Our Legends Collection is recognized by
this logo throughout the catalog

Inspirational, timeless, iconic…words commonly used to
describe Roses and famed Women. The Women that
have lent their names to these roses exhibit an array of
the remarkable characteristics we look for in all of our
Nature’s Classics Roses.

COLLECTIONS

LEGENDS

INTRODUCING

JULIA CHILD™
This Floribunda with butter-gold
blooms are accented by super glossy,
green foliage. Strong fragrance and
disease resistance.
JULIE ANDREWS
A compact hybrid tea suitable for containers
and has an upright, bushy growth habit. 4-5”
fuchsia pink blooms with a yellow reverse
have a wonderful fragrance of anise, tarragon
and rose.

DOLLY PARTON
These 6” blooms are a shade of red-orange
with a coppery cast. Intoxicating fragrance
that surrounds this bushy repeat bloomer.
Bred from ‘Oklahoma’ and ‘Fragrant Cloud’.

QUEEN ELIZABETH
Clear pink grandifloras with moderate tea
fragrance, dark glossy foliage, and tall
upright form.

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
Golden-yellow large, abundant blooms
with a citrus scent. This Hybrid Tea is an
opulent choice for the garden.

Here’s to strong women. May we know them. May we be them. May we raise them.

May we grow them.
Legends Collection
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MINI SUNBLAZE® POM POM
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WELCOME

INTRODUCING THE

2023

Autumn Sunblaze®

Rainbow Sunblaze®

Red Sunblaze®

Salmon Sunblaze®

An exciting new addition from top selling Sunblaze® Miniature roses.
These 48” Pom Poms will catch everyone’s attention while still offering the
hardiness and constant bloom we depend on from Sunblaze® Roses.
3

Miniature Sunblaze Pom Pom

Yellow Sunblaze®

COLLECTIONS

We’ve put fragrance back in roses! Brindabella Roses have beautiful rose flowers with a fragrance! These shrubs
roses grow only 4-ft tall and wide, so they are well-suited for any home garden, landscape and container. Not
only fragrant but the foliage is among the cleanest with excellent resistance to black spot and powdery mildew.
So now is the Time to Smell The Roses!

BRINDABELLA

Brindabella
Roses

2023

Gorgeous old world double blooms in salmon, with hints of
apricot as the heat of summer arrives, and powerful true rose
perfume.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

DAWN™

CRIMSON KNIGHT™

Deep near black buds gradually transition to deep crimson,
maroon and burgundy shades with red highlights as they
open to full double fragrant flowers.

PURPLE PRINCE™

Super fragrant, opens magenta purple and fades to deep
lavender with fast growth habbit.

EMPRESS™

Brindabella Roses™ Red Empress reigns supreme,
pairing the red rose of classic lore with the most modern
advancements in breeding.

TOUCH OF PINK™
Soft, romatic, and tough shrub rose with show stopping flowers
densely foliaged and bushy growth habit.
Brindabella
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EASY ELEGANCE®

INTRODUCTIONS
Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

Easy Elegance® marries the eye catching beauty of hybrid tea roses with the low maintenance of shrub roses,
offering the best of both worlds.

2023

New!

CALYPSO®
A compact, mounded rose covered with repeat blooming apricot flowers.

New!

GRANDMA’S BLESSING

Large, full, dusty pink blooms on a symmetrical vaseshaped form.

New!

HIGH VOLTAGE

Beautiful clusters of fragrant, double yellow
blossoms on an upright, vase shape plant.

New!

New!

KASHMIR

Velvety red blossoms soft as cashmere that beg to be cut
for the vase.
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Easy Elegance®

CHAMPAGNE WISHES

Clusters of soft apricot buds fully open to blooms of
antique white on this brillant shrub rose.

COLLECTIONS

My Bouquet™ roses are the perfect, disease resistant
garden rose that provides instant impact to your
patio or garden and a longer vase life than traditional
varieties. These Flora-teas are fragrant, masterfully
crafted hybrid tea flowers that are easy to grow and
feature velvety double flowers and dark green foliage.

PAINTERS & MY BOUQUET

The Painters® Collection, introduced by French breeder
Delbard Roses, is a series of brilliantly contrasted,
striped roses inspired by the Great French Impressionist
painters. Each variety has its own distinct coloring and
fragrance. The Painters, are known for their vigor, large
blooms, and stunning colors.

2023

PAINTERS® CAMILLE PISSARRO™
An unusual striped rose combining tones of
yellow, red, and white. Blooms are borne in
large trusses of lovely, dark green, healthy
foliage.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

PAINTERS® MAURICE
UTRILLO™
From the popular Painters
Collection, this hybrid tea is
bright red, brilliantly contrasted
by vibrant slashes of yellow
and cream.

PAINTERS® MARC CHAGALL™
Large, delicately clustered flowers
with harmonious striations and
various shades of pink mixed with
pale yellow.

PAINTERS® ALFRED SISLEY™
An abundundance of glorious burnt
salmon/orange flowers splashed
with stripes of creamy white. Large,
frilly, and semi-double blooms
make a colorful display.

MY BOUQUET™ RING OF FIRE™
Flame-like orange blooms with coral
and ginger accents. This rose will not
disappoint. Perfect for cutting and display.

MY BOUQUET™ JULIE ANDREWS™

MY BOUQUET™ WHITE LIES™

A compact hybrid tea suitable for containers
and has an upright, bushy growth habit.
4-5” fuchsia pink blooms with a yellow
reverse have a wonderful fragrance of anise,
tarragon and rose.

Opens as a bright white, then
watch as its medium-large double
flowers quickly blush to an intense
red, finishing all maroon.

MY BOUQUET™
BEAUTIFUL DAY™

MY BOUQUET™ MOONLIGHT IN PARIS™
This lovely shrub has deep apricot romantic
blooms that age to a light pink. The small
clusters of old-fashioned and full cupped
blooms come in flushes throughout the season.

Large buds open into enormous
soft apricot blooms on long stems
with a breathtaking fragrance.

Painters® & My Bouquet™
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COLLECTIONS

KORDES ROSES

Climber

Romantica

FLORENTINA™ ARBOROSE®
A very robust and winter-hardy climber with nostalgic,
quartered, bright-red flowers in clusters. Compact in size.

2023

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

For over 125 years Kordes® has been creating exceptional roses which are planted in gardens the
world over. Kordes® Roses are trialed under some of the most rigorous conditions for hardiness and
disease resistance. An easy choice to offer your customers easy care roses.

Climber
FIJI ELEGANZA®
Dark cherry pink rose with frilled outer petals. Dark
green and glossy foliage. Light fragrance.

TANGERINE SKIES™ ARBOROSE®
Outstanding climber with classic shaped buds that open into
tangerine flowers. Strong scent, dark green, glossy foliage.

New!
Climber

OH HAPPY DAY ELEGANZA®
Classic-shaped, cream-apricot flowers on a hardy,
vigorous, shrub-like bush. High-centered buds.
QUICKSILVER™
Double lavender flowers on a disease-resistant climbing
rose. Compact variety with repeat blooming throughout the
season. Dark green and leathery foliage.

Climber

Romantica

LAGUNA™ ARBOROSE®
Blooms of blushing pink, each packed with petals and
perfumed with a strong, fruity fragrance.
7

Kordes Collection

SUNNY SKY ELEGANZA®
Cheerful yellow, very hardy, large-flowered, yellow
Hybrid Tea with exceptional disease resistance. The
shrub has dark green, thick, healthy foliage.

COLLECTIONS

KORDES ROSES

For over 125 years Kordes® has been creating exceptional roses which are planted in gardens the
world over. Kordes® Roses are trialed under some of the most rigorous conditions for hardiness and
disease resistance. An easy choice to offer your customers easy care roses.

2023

SUMMER ROMANCE™ PARFUMA®
Dark pink buds and quartered, cupshaped, intensely fragrant flowers on a
vigorous, bushy plant with dense, slightly
glossy, dark green foliage.

Romantica

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

WHITE VERANDA®
This rose displays pure white
blooms on a compact plant
habit. It has excellent container
performance and grows well on
its own roots.
SUNBEAM™ VERANDA®
Bright yellow flowers and shiny, dark
green foliage make this a beautiful
rose to feature in a patio container or a
compact garden.

Romantica
EARTH ANGEL™ PARFUMA®
Exceptionally fragrant peony shaped
flowers opening from dark pink buds.
The form is upright and is typically
about 3 feet tall and 3 feet wide. This
old fashioned rose has an unusual and
strong citrus fragrance, guaranteed to
enhance any garden.

CREAM VERANDA®
Strong smelling, creamy apricot. Oldfashioned shape. Compact repeat
bloomer. Great in containers.

MANGO VERANDA®
Copper-orange flowers with an
old-fashioned shape. Compact
repeat bloomer. Great in
containers. Mild, fruity fragrance.

Romantica
FIESTA VERANDA®

BLISS™ PARFUMA®
The Parfuma® series is well known for its
uniquely scented blooms - and Bliss™ is
no exception!

Fiesta Veranda® has a very strong, bright
flower color, which contrasts nicely against
dark green, glossy foliage. It is a heavy
bloomer and performs well in containers or
a low hedge in the garden.

Kordes Collection
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KORDES ROSES

COLLECTIONS
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For over 125 years Kordes® has been creating exceptional roses which are planted in gardens the
world over. Kordes® Roses are trialed under some of the most rigorous conditions for hardiness and
disease resistance. An easy choice to offer your customers easy care roses.

Bred by Kordes®, the Kolorscape®
collection of shrub roses delivers
disease resistant varieties with
abundant flowering from spring
to frost. These shrubs have a
generous bloom cycle, are selfcleaning, and very heat-tolerant.

2023

FIRECRACKER™ KOLORSCAPE®
Semi-double bright orange and yellow
blossoms from early summer until frost.
Compact and neat shrub. Self-cleaning, no
need to dead-head.

LEMON FIZZ KOLORSCAPE®
Disease resistant, award winning
shrub with deep yellow blooms
that refuse to fade.

FLAMINGO KOLORSCAPE®
Prolific blooms of vibrant pink
atop glossy green foliage.
Carefree and disease resistant.

KARDINAL KOLORSCAPE®
Brilliant red flowers that hold their color contrast
with glossy green foliage. Disease resistant.

New!

New!

Kordes

PLUM PERFECT SUNBELT®

Plum-colored, double flowers. Healthy and shiny,
medium green, and the variety performs well in
heat and humidity.

Romantica

CRAZY LOVE SUNBELT®
Exciting four-inch, copper-yellow
blooms are displayed on a robust,
healthy shrub. Abundant foliage is
glossy and dark green.

SOUTH AFRICA® SUNBELT®
Semi-double blooms that are
dark golden yellow.
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Kordes Collection

SOUL SISTER™ SUNBELT®
This stunning variety has deep
orange buds that open up to
copper and age to amber-yellow,
double flowers with ruffled petals.

A Proven Winners® collection of low
maintenance, highly disease resistant
shrub rose that bloom prolifically from
early summer to frost.

OSO EASY® DOUBLE PINK
Simply an unstoppable true pink bloomer, proven
to be resistant to powdery mildew and black spot.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

OSO EASY® ITALIAN ICE®
Abundant orange buds open to soft yellow flowers melting into pink
blushed edges. The soft, semi-doubled flowers are set off nicely
by its dark green, glossy foliage. Self cleaning, excellent disease
resistance, and nice habit, make it an excellent plant for home
gardens.

2023

OSO EASY® PAPRIKA
From early summer through frost, this
low-growing rose is covered in orange
blooms, each accented with a yellow
center. Highly disease resistant and easy
care.

COLLECTIONS

OSO EASY®

OSO EASY®

OSO EASY® DOUBLE RED
This seedling from the Double Knock Out® maintains a nice
rounded habit and has excellent disease resistance. It’s a great
plant for creating no-spray, no-prune, mass plantings in residential
or commercial landscapes.
OSO EASY® MANGO SALSA
Intense shades of ruby-red, grapefruit and summer
sunsets. The continuous blooms cover the tidy
mound of dark, glossy foliage. A wonderful choice
for mass plantings or adding unusual color.

OSO EASY® LEMON ZEST®
Sunny, canary yellow flowers stand out against the glossy green
foliage. It is free-flowering, producing lots of buds which open to
self-cleaning flowers. Superior disease resistance makes it easy for
gardeners to enjoy.
OSO EASY® URBAN LEGEND®
Oso Easy® Urban Legend® is a bright
and vigorous member of this bestselling series of disease-resistant
landscape roses. True-red, semidouble flowers in early summer and
continue through the first hard frost.

OSO EASY® PEASY®
Oso Easy® Peasy’s bright, magenta pink sprays
of flowers, pop over the apple green foliage. It
provides continuous color from early summer
through frost. You can effortlessly care for this rose
and it will reward you with an endless profusion of
blooms.

Oso Easy® 10

SUNBLAZE

COLLECTIONS
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2023

A superb selection of miniature rose varieties from Star® Roses
& Plants. Hardy and easy to grow, these compact roses bloom
from spring until fall. They perform well when used as a border
and are spectacular in containers.

AUTUMN SUNBLAZE®
An improved Orange
Sunblaze®. The bloom is a
brighter orange that does not
fade. The bloom and foliage
persist through hot, dry
summer months.

CANDY SUNBLAZE®
The first striped addition to the
Sunblaze® series. The striping
effect is sometimes less
pronounced in hot weather.
Excellent habit and vigor on
its own roots. Great container
plant.

CHERRY SUNBLAZE®
Cherry Sunblaze® explodes with mini bright red
blooms that gives that flush of color all season long.
This compact grower is a wonderful show in mass
plantings and perfect for containers. Quite an eyecatcher!

New!

LEMON SUNBLAZE®
AMBER SUNBLAZE®
Bright orange blooms contrast nicely against the semi-glossy,
dark green foliage. A charming rose for walkways, containers and
small gardens.

Easy to grow with long blooming season producing
creamy-yellow blooms from spring to fall. It is easy
to grow and thrives in containers, making it ideal for
small spaces.

New!

BRIDAL SUNBLAZE®
The soft white, fully double blooms are extremely long lasting and
durable in all conditions. Out performs any existing white variety.
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Sunblaze Collection

PEACH SUNBLAZE®

Uniquely colored orange, pink, and yellow blooms
from spring to fall. It is easy to grow and thrives in
containers, making it ideal for small spaces.

COLLECTIONS

SUNBLAZE

(CONTINUED)

2023

RED SUNBLAZE®
Vigorous, upright and freely branching plants create
a spectacular hedge. Vivid red color.

SWEET SUNBLAZE®
Clearest pink of the Sunblaze® family with beautiful,
unfading, fully double blooms up to 2” across.
Vigorous, bushy and tall.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

MANDARIN SUNBLAZE®
Mandarin Sunblaze® has unusually large flowers
for its miniature class. The strong bright orange
color and vigorous habit make it a favorite in the
Sunblaze® Rose Collection. Stunning!

SALMON SUNBLAZE®

A great color addition to the Sunblaze®
family. Compact with glossy foliage.
Good disease resistance.

RAINBOW SUNBLAZE®
Covers itself with small buds that have a bright yellow
cast with red undertones, transforming into stunning
orange-red when open.

YELLOW SUNBLAZE®
Blooms as bright as the sun. Winter hardy with a
vigorous growth habit, this bushy yet compact plant
will bloom nonstop, spring through fall.

PINK SUNBLAZE®
Sunblaze® Roses are easy to grow and bloom throughout the season.
Pink Sunblaze® displays charming flowers that are deep pink suffused
with lighter pink. Its attractive shape, heavy blooming and disease
resistance make it a delightful choice for containers and gardens.

Sunblaze Collection
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BY DAVID AUSTIN

ENGLISH ROSES
Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

2023

ENGLISH ROSES
Roses by the most famous English hybridizer. Classic, heavy
petalled, English roses with strong fragrance, unusual colors,
and modern hardiness. All David Austin roses feature branded
square containers and picture tags.
Climber

BATHSHEBA™

Apricot-yellow buds open to
cupped, petalled rosettes. A blend
of apricot-pink and soft yellow, with
creamy outer petals. Superb floral
myrrh fragrance, with hints of honey

BENJAMIN BRITTEN®

A variety of coloring that changes
with age to a glowing deep pinkred. The cupped flowers have a
fruity fragrance.

DESDEMONA

Peachy pink buds open to white, chalice-shaped
blooms, with a pinkish hue. The fragrance has hints of
almond blossom, cucumber, and lemon zest. Forms
an attractive, neatly round and bushy shrub.

EMILY BRONTE

Lovely soft pink with a subtle apricot hue. Strong tea
fragrance becomes more Old Rose with hints of citrus.
Bushy habit with strong upright growth.

Climber

GABRIEL OAK

Magnificent variety, bearing large, striking deep pink, rosette
blooms. The outer petals will pale slightly over time. This
vigorous rose has a strong fruity fragrance.

CHARLES DARWIN
Large, yellow, cupped blooms
with a strong and delicious
fragrance. Vigorous and
disease resistant.

CLAIRE AUSTIN™
Large, cupped, creamy white
blooms. Strong fragrance of
myrrh, meadowsweet and
vanilla. Vigorous, with elegant
arching growth.
GENTLE HERMIONE
Beautiful, pure pink blooms. The perfectly formed, shallow cups
are pure light pink, paling to soft blush on the outer petals.

CROWN PRINCESS
MARGARETA™
Magnificent apricot rosettes
with strong fruity fragrance.
Perfect as tall shrub or short
climber.
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English Roses by David Austin

DARCEY BUSSELL™
Bushy shrub full of rich
crimson-pink rosettes, mild fruit
fragrance, and medium green
foliage.

GOLDEN CELEBRATION®
Magnificent, cupped, golden yellow blooms.
Delicious tea scent with hints of Sauternes
wine and strawberry. An award-winning variety.

(CONTINUED)
Images courtesy of David Austin Roses

2023

New!

JAMES GALWAY™
Vigorous, upright growth it
makes a wonderful climber in a
short time.

New!

JAMES L. AUSTIN
Large, deep pink rosettes, each
with a button eye. Light-medium
strength fruity fragrance. Neat
and tidy shrub with a bushy,
upright habit.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA OF KENT
Unusually large, bright pink flowers are full-petalled
and deeply cupped. Strong tea fragrance.

Climber

LADY OF SHALLOT
Chalice shaped blooms
of salmon-pink petals with
a golden yellow reverse.
Hardy shrub with a light
clove scent.

New!

ROALD DAHL
Soft orange-red buds open to medium-sized,
cupped rosettes of perfect apricot coloring.
They are extremely robust and have a lovely
fruity tea scent.

New!

LICHFIELD ANGEL™
Creamy white, large domeshaped rosettes. Beautiful at all
stages, this rose demonstrates
the pure perfection of the
English Musks.

OLIVIA ROSE AUSTIN
Bears beautiful, cupped, mid
pink rosettes, with a delicate
fruity fragrance. Long flowering
season.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

New!

HARLOW CARR®
Medium sized blooms form a
perfect shallow cup formation in
the purest pink tone with strong,
pure old rose fragrance.

ENGLISH ROSES

BY DAVID AUSTIN

ENGLISH ROSES

New!

SILAS MARNER®
An unfussy rose of soft mid pink, the petals are
pale on the reverse and fade at the edges.

English Roses by David Austin 14
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ENGLISH ROSES
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ENGLISH ROSES
(CONTINUED)

New!

Climber

New!

Climber

ST. SWITHUM
A short, vigorous climber
bearing large, saucer-like
blooms, each packed with over
one hundred frilly petals.

TEASING GEORGIA®
A particularly free-flowering
climber, producing impressive
displays of blooms into fall. The
refined rosette flowers are rich
yellow and fading to the palest
yellow on the edges.

THOMAS A. BECKET™
Striking crimson-red;
shallowly cupped,
opening as informal
rosettes; the petals
quickly reflecting as the
flower.

TRANQUILITY
Pure white, beautifully
rounded, rosette blooms.
Almost thornless with
very healthy, vigorous
growth. Light apple
fragrance.

Climber
Climber

TESS OF THE
D’URBERVILLES®
Large, bright crimson blooms.
Good old rose fragrance.
Flowers freely from early in the
season.

THE ALBRIGHTON RAMBLER™
A repeat-flowering rambler
bearing sprays of small soft
pink cup-shaped flowers.
Light musky scent.

New!

Climber

THE GENEROUS
GARDENER®

A healthy climber with
large cup-shaped flowers
of the palest pink. Highly
fragrant.

WINDERMERE
Rounded buds opening
to cupped flowers that
are creamy yellow at first,
fading to white in the sun.

Climber

New!

THE ALNWICK ROSE®
Pretty, rich pink, cup-shaped buds
gradually open to broad, fullpetalled, shallow cups. Soft pink
blooms are scented with just a hint
of raspberry and Old Rose.
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THE POET’S WIFE
Rich yellow flowers, which pale
over time. Strong, wonderfully
rich fragrance with a hint of
lemon.

WOLLERTON OLD HALL™
Beautiful, very rounded flowers of soft apricot fading
to cream with a strong fragrance.

CLIMBERS

CLIMBERS
Roses with long canes that can be trained along fences or walls
with flowers of different size and form. Great addition for any
backyard landscape and easy to manage.

2023

BLAZE
Large, pure, even, red flowers
with light tea fragrance,
climbing 12-14 feet.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

AMERICA™
Large, coral pink buds with a
strong, spicy fragrance, climbing
8-10 feet.

FOURTH OF JULY™
Eye catching, unique red and white
stripped, showstopping, large blooms.
Spicy/sweet apple fragrance.

New!

New!

CHERRY FROST™
A zone 4 hardy climber with
beautiful clusters of smaller,
dark red blooms. Own root with
superior disease resistance.

CLOUD 10™
A white, reblooming climber
from William Radier, father of
The Knock Out® rose. Black
spot resistant and dark green
foliage.

FRUITY PETALS™
Large prolific blooms,
slightly scented
with great disease
resistance and winter
hardiness.

GARDEN SUN™
Showy apricot-toyellow large flowers
with an impressive
long blooming
season. Lightly
fragrant.

DON JUAN
Deep, velvety red blooms with
large buds and strong rose
fragrance on 12-14 foot canes.

EDEN® CLIMBER

GOLDEN SHOWERS

Large, soft pink and cream
blooms, dark green foliage,
and slight fragrance. Repeat
bloomer climbing 10-12 feet.

Bright, clear yellow,
ruffled flowers
with sweet licorice
fragrance, climbing
12-14 feet.

GOOD DAY
SUNSHINE™

Beautiful, deep yellow
blooms that just won’t quit,
in large, ruffled clusters.
A yellow climber that will
make a good day.

Climbers
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CLIMBERS

CLIMBERS

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

(CONTINUED)

RASPBERRY CREAM TWIRL™

2023

The first striped climber with a classic rose
exhibition type flower. Above-average disease
resistance.

HIGHWIRE FLYER™

LAVENDER CRUSH™

Strong, hot pink, vibrant color
with continuous, abundant
blooms. A perfect attraction to
any garden.

Grape to lavender colors
blend with a white reverse.
Intense fragrance.

HOT ‘N’ SPICY

JOSEPH’S COAT

A vigorous grower that will add
amazing color to the garden with
bold, orange-red blooms that
resemble an amazing sunset.

Multi-color of red, pink, orange
and yellow. Large clusters of
double blooms, glossy leaves
with light tea fragrance. 10-12
feet.

ROYAL GOLD

Deep golden yellow
flowers with moderate to
strong fruity fragrance.

SALLY HOLMES

Large, creamy white
flowers, held in large
bunches. A freeflowering rose that is
nearly always in bloom.

PERFUME BREEZE™
This climbing rose displays abundant clusters
of small, double flowers in shades of soft pink
to near white on arching stems. The strong
fragrance, when carried by a breeze, can
perfume the whole garden!

Romantica

NEW DAWN
Large, cameo pink flowers with
sweet rose fragrance, climbing
18-20 feet.
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Climbers

PRETTY IN PINK EDEN®
More fragrance and more petals
than its parent, Eden. Deep pink
petals adorn this climber. 10-12
feet tall.

ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN
Loved for its strong, bourbon fragrance, oldfashioned blooms, thornless stems, and ability
to grow well in the shade. Abundant cerise-pink
flowers.

HYBRID TEAS

HYBRID TEAS

Large flowers normally set one per stem, medium to tall habit,
and long cutting stems.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

ABBAYE DE CLUNY™
Rich apricot tones with cupped
antique-style blooms on a
vigorous compact plant. Spicy
fragrance.

2023

CHICAGO PEACE
Large, well formed, fully open flowers of
glowing pink with canary yellow and a
slightly fruity fragrance.

Romantica

BLACK BACCARA®
Dark red, large, very full petals on highcentered blooms. Dark green foliage.

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
Velvety, dark red blooms with strong
damask fragrance and compact habit.

BARBRA STREISAND
Sensuous lavender blooms
edged with deep magenta.
Its glossy, deep green foliage
and strong, sweet fragrance
make for a wonderful cut rose
selection.

BRONZE STAR™
6” blooms of antique bronze and rich
apricot have a mild honey fragrance.
The double blooms continually bloom in
abundance on a robust, strong growing,
tall plant with medium green foliage.
Makes a good cut flower.

DARK NIGHT™
A uniquely colored, dark velvet red rose
with a cream yellow reverse suffused with
red.

BLUE GIRL
Mauve and purple blend.
Moderate fruity fragrance.
Blooms throughout the season
on large, dark green, bushy
foliage.

BARONNE DE ROTHSCHILD
Cherry red to pink blooms with a cream
reverse. This upright, hybrid tea bush is
vigorous and clean. Strong fragrance.

BIG MOMMA™
A pink and very fragrant flower with a
4 inch bloom. Good cutting rose. Own
roots.

Hybrid Teas
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HYBRID TEAS
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(CONTINUED)

ENCHANTED PEACE™
Compact, disease resistant, bi-color
rose. Dark green, glossy foliage. Great in
containers.

DOUBLE DELIGHT™

2023

A perfectly shaped, spice scented
hybrid tea featuring yellow and
red bi-colored flowers.

FRAGRANT CLOUD
Fragrant Cloud features
an abundance of bright,
coral-red blossoms with
a honey-sweet fragrance.

Romantica

ETERNAL FLAME®
Unique and novel color, great
exhibition form and very strong
fragrance. A hybrid tea with very
good disease resistance.

ELLE®
Great rose for cutting.
Strong fragrance and
high-centered blossoms.
Above average tolerance
to mildew and black spot.

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

GARDEN PARTY
Stately white blooms with
pale yellow undertones,
feature a hint of pink
that harkens back to it’s
famous parent Peace.

Golden-yellow large, abundant
blooms with a citrus scent. An
opulent choice for the garden.
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HEIRLOOM
Magenta buds open to deep lilac-purple
blooms that have a sweet fragrance.

Hybrid Teas

DEE-LISH™
These 4”, magnificently scented,
old-fashioned blossoms are a deep, nonfading pink. A strong verbena and citrus
fragrance

DOLLY PARTON
These 6” blooms are a shade of red-orange
with a coppery cast. Intoxicating fragrance
that surrounds this bushy repeat bloomer.
Bred from ‘Oklahoma’ and ‘Fragrant Cloud’.

HYBRID TEAS

HYBRID TEAS
(CONTINUED)

2023
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KING’S RANSOM
Bright yellow buds with sweet fruity fragrance above
glossy green foliage.

HONOR™

Very large, well formed, crisp, bright white blooms with a
slight tea fragrance on a tall, upright plant.

JOHN F. KENNEDY
Rich white blossoms begin with an unusual greenish tint
and have a moderate licorice fragrance.

INGRID BERGMAN®
Dark red with full double blooms and a soft, velvety
texture. Holds up well to heat and blooms from spring until
the first frost.

LOVE AND PEACE™
Yellow blushed pink buds, glossy green leaves, long
stems and medium, upright, bushy growth.

MEMORIAL DAY™
An honor and tribute to Memorial day, this rose has
enormous old-fashioned full flowers that are saturated with
a strong classic old rose fragrance. This unusual orchid
pink Hybrid Tea has low thorned stems that are great for
cutting. Just one flower will perfume an entire room.
Hybrid Teas
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HYBRID TEAS

HYBRID TEAS

PEACE

OKLAHOMA

Very large, lemon-yellow
blossoms with a pure pink
edge and a fruity fragrance.
Medium height.

Deep black-red, with large
double blooms and a strong
rose fragrance. Medium height.

MISS ALL-AMERICAN BEAUTY
Deep, hot pink with very large full blooms
and a strong rose fragrance.

2023

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

(CONTINUED)

Romantica

OREGOLD
Big, deep yellow-gold,
pointed buds with slight
fruity fragrance and glossy,
polished, dark green leaves.

MICHELANGELO™
Sweet lemony fragrance and
golden petals. Perfect stems
for cutting and old fashioned
blooms.
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Hybrid Teas

MOONLIGHT ROMANTICA®
An exciting display of large, full
double, light yellow, fragrant
flowers. Disease resistant and
vigorous.

MISTER LINCOLN
Classic, deep, velvety red
blooms, with a strong damask
fragrance. Tall upright form.

MOM’S ROSE
If you name it Mom’s Rose then it better
be as beautiful as Mom! This classic
pink hybrid tea is beautiful and disease
resistant.

PROUD LAND®
Proud Land® Rose features showy, deep
red double flowers that bloom from late
spring to early fall. An excellent cutting
flower with a strong fragrance. Bluishgreen foliage is neatly held on this upright
bushy shrub.

HYBRID TEAS

HYBRID TEAS
Romantica

(CONTINUED)

2023
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PETER MAYLE™
Glossy, dark green foliage are accented
by large, deep pink flowers. An incredibly
strong old rose fragrance is intoxicating.
SONIA
Sonia has high centered, long
buds that open to a beautiful coral
pink. A nice cutting rose with an
intense fruity fragrance. Dark
glossy and leathery foliage.

PINKERBELLE™
A unique hybrid tea
featuring a spicy verbena
fragrance and superior
disease resistance.

Romantica

PRINCESSE CHARLENE DE MONACO®
Ivory white blossoms finely edged with
pink. Glossy green leaves. Long lasting
cut rose.

Romantica
PERFUME DELIGHT
Deep rose pink buds with a
strong rose fragrance and
large, dark green foliage on a
medium, upright form.

PINK PEACE
An offspring of the famous
Peace rose, produces
clear pink blooms. Sweet
fragrance and deep green
foliage.

New!

ROUGE ROYALE™
Deep burgundy buds open to reveal
bright raspberry, red blooms. Citrus and
berry fragrance.

Kordes

RASPBERRY CUPCAKE™
A special rose with a strong
raspberry and lemon fragrance
with medium, light pink, large,
cuplike petals and excellent
disease resistance.

RED MASTERPIECE
Art for the garden.
Extremely large bloom (up
to 8”) of dark, velvet red
adorned on elegant, long
stems. Intense fragrance.

SECRET™
Fully double, cream brushed with rich
pink flowers. Mahogany-red new foliage.
Sweet, spicy scent.

Hybrid Teas
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HYBRID TEAS

HYBRID TEAS
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(CONTINUED)

TOUCH OF CLASS
Large, luminous coral pink blooms
on long stems with deep green
leaves and strong rose scent.

2023

SECRET’S OUT!™
A twist on Secret™! Pure white cuplike
flowers. A strong spicy fragrance.

THE MCCARTNEY ROSE®
Massive, deep rosy pink blooms, with
medium green foliage, and a strong scent
of spice.

Romantica
TROPICANA
Large, clear coral orange blossoms with
sweet fruity fragrance on a medium-tall
plant.

SWEET MADEMOISELLE™
Large, full double blooms are
influenced by temperature. Very
vigorous, grown on own root.

WORLD WAR II
MEMORIAL ROSE™
This 5” light pink/mauve flower
has a smoky pearlescent coloring.
Wonderfully fragrant and perfect for
cutting.
VOODOO
The enchanting scent and magical blend
of yellow, peach and deep orange will
cast a spell on you. Glossy foliage and
repeat bloom.

New!
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Hybrid Teas

SUNBRIGHT®

STILETTO™

Yellow blooms with mild fruity
fragrance. Blooms throughout the
season. Medium green foliage.

Deep magenta non-fading color and
fragrance! Dark green and glossy
foliage. Own roots.

YVES PIAGET®
Perfectly combines old-fashioned form,
strong color and rich fragrance on a plant
that continuously blooms.

GRANDIFLORAS

GRANDIFLORAS
Large flowers in clusters, usually taller in habit with individual
stems of clusters suitable for cutting.

LOVE
Two-toned, medium
blooms of scarlet red and
pure white. Very dark
green foliage and slight
rose scent.

SITTING PRETTY™

RUBY RED™

Large, pink blooms
have a medium,
damask scent. Great in
containers.

Ruby Red™ is a compact
rose that blooms heavily.
Non-fading against dark
green, glossy foliage.

New!

DREAM COME TRUE™
Big, vigorous, bushy plant
with long-stemmed yellow
blooms edged in ruby
red. Blushes to all ruby on
finish.

CRIMSON BOUQUET™
Large, long-lasting
bright red flowers bloom
singly and in large open
clusters.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

GOLD MEDAL®
One of the best yellow
grandifloras ever.
Performs with color,
fragrance, vigor and
disease resistance.

2023

NICOLE CAROL MILLER
Pale lavender and intense mauve.
High centered buds and strong citrus
fragrance. Named in honor of a victim on
9/11 Flight 93.

CHERRY PARFAIT™
Nice rounded habit that grows
well in all climates. The bloom
color will last all season long.
The dark foliage makes a
striking contrast to the bicolor
flowers

QUEEN ELIZABETH
Clear pink grandifloras
with moderate tea
fragrance, dark glossy
foliage, and tall upright
form.

New!

MOTHER OF PEARL®
This soft pink
Grandiflora is way
above its class for
resistance to black
spot and winter
hardiness.

PINK FLAMINGO™
The pink color is mixed
with a hint of salmon.
This rose has much
better winter hardiness
and disease tolerance
than most others.

SWEET SPIRIT™

WILD BLUE YONDER™

A fully double,
traditional rose
with a strong sweet
fragrance. Performs
well in hot, humid
climates.

Velvet-like petals with
a warm, wine purple
color, layered onto rich
lavender. Fragrance of
sweet citrus and rose.

Grandifloras
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FLORIBUNDAS

FLORIBUNDAS
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Medium sized flowers bloom mainly in clusters, grown on a more
compact form with medium length stems and an abundance of
repeat blooms.

JULIA CHILD™
Butter-gold blooms are accented by super glossy,
green foliage. Strong disease resistance and
fragrance.

2023

ANGEL FACE
Silvery lavender, ruffled
flowers with the strong
perfume of sweet citrus.

BURGUNDY ICEBERG™
Abundant and vibrant
purple-red to burgundy
blooms on this floribunda
with a creamy pale
reverse.

DANCING IN THE DARK™
Double blooms, fluted petals with a velvety
appearance, intense, deep blood-red aging to
almost black. Vigorous grower. Mild fragrance.

New!
Romantica

BOLERO™
An extraordinarily strong
fragrance of traditional
rose mixed with tropical
fruit. Disease resistant
foliage. Wonderful for
cutting.

CINCO DE MAYO™
Double ruffled petals
of rusty-red orange,
with shades of smoky
lavender. Medium upright
bushy shrub.

BRICK HOUSE®
Brick House® has a strong, dark red flower color
and re-blooms throughout the season with a lot
of flower power on each flush. It has excellent
disease resistance for the type.

FIRE ‘N’ ICE
Medium to large red blooms with white reverse,
ages to violet-red . Mild fragrance. Blooms in
flushes throughout the season.

ICEBERG
Ice white flowers with
mild honey fragrance and
dark green foliage on a
medium tall bushy plant.
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Floribundas

EUROPEANA
Large clusters of dark
red, semi-double
blossoms with light tea
fragrance and deep
green foliage.

INTRIGUE
Deep purple-red buds and plum flowers with a
strong, citrus fragrance and dark green leaves.

FLORIBUNDAS

FLORIBUNDAS
Medium sized flowers bloom mainly in clusters, grown on a more
compact form with medium length stems and an abundance of
repeat blooms.

2023
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PINK BRICK HOUSE™

GENE BOERNER
A showy profuse bloomer.
Lightly-scented radiant pink
flowers with gold eyes that
bloom from late spring to
early fall. An excellent rose
with light green foliage.

MARMALADE SKIES™
Brilliant tangerineorange blooms cover this
compact, ever-blooming,
neat plant. Ideal for low
borders and perfect for
any landscape.

GINGERSNAP
Flowers are a brilliant
blend of yellow-orange
with ruffled edges on top
of dark green foliage.

SUNSET HORIZON™

ST. TROPEZ™

An attractive large flower
that starts bright yellow
and fades to deep pink/
cherry red.

Blend of apricot and
orange, large 5” ruffled
blooms emit a powerful
fragrance.

IMPATIENT
This rose, does not act
like a diva but sure looks
like one. Orange color is
positively electric.

Romantica

SCENTIMENTAL™
Burgundy-red flowers
swirl with creamy white.
Strong, sweet, spice
fragrance and clean
quilted foliage.

Compact rose with bright, fluorescent
flowers. Blooms continuously from spring
through frost. Excellent habit in both
containers and in the landscape.

ORCHID ROMANCE™
Strong, citrus fragrance
will remind you of tropical
places. The dark pink
blooms with lavender
tones are reminiscent of
an orchid.

SUNSPRITE
Flowers are a deep yellow with a strong,
sweet, licorice fragrance. Glossy, deep
green leaves.

MARGARET MERRILL®
This beauty is one of the most fragrant of all
roses. White 3 1/2” blooms are produced in
small clusters on a sturdy continuous blooming
plant with dark-green foliage. If you are looking
for a very fragrant white rose, this is it!

Floribundas
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RUGOSA ROSES

RUGOSA ROSES
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Great cold tolerance and pest resistance. Blooms spring to early
summer. Many varieties are fragrant and will repeat bloom.

PINK PAVEMENT

2023

This Rugosa hybrid has salmon pink, semi-double, fragrant
flowers. Dark green, rugosa type foliage on a healthy shrub with
a compact spreading habit.

BLANC DOUBLE DE COUBERT
Continuous, large, pure white flowers saturated
with sweet rose fragrance.

PURPLE PAVEMENT
A restrained, rounded bush displaying purple-red blooms with
bright red hips in the fall.

SNOW PAVEMENT
This hybrid Rugosa is light and airy with its very fragrant flowers
that bloom blush pink and fade to white. Attractive as a small
hedge.
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Rugosa Roses

RASPBERRY RUGOSTAR®
A true groundcover version of the popular Rugosa
rose. Deep pink blooms cover this very prostrate
plant, beginning in June and lasting throughout the
warm months.

Continuously blooming plants with good disease resistance and
hardiness. Excellent for landscaping and mass plantings.

COLLECTIONS

SHRUBS

LANDSCAPE SHRUBS

2023

CORAL MIRACLE™
Coral-colored with salmon
pink double blossoms and
dark green leaves. Cousin to
Miracle on the Hudson.

CAREFREE WONDER™
Bright pink with white eye and
cream reverse on a medium
spreading mound. Super disease
resistant.

New!

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

AT LAST®
Enjoy a non-stop display of large, sweetly
perfumed, sunset-orange blossoms from late
spring through frost. No spraying required.

LIMONCELLO™
Displays a profusion of light yellow flowers.
Grow this shrub rose in large landscapes or
use in mass plantings.

PINK MIRACLE™
Hot pink semi-double
blooms. A cousin to Miracle
on the Hudson. Deep green
leaves on this bushy plant.

THE FAIRY
Small, ruffled, pastel pink flowers
in large, pyramid clusters with
mild apple fragrance.
ICECAP™
Icecap displays a dense flush of pure white
flowers on a compact, rounded shrub.
Repeat blooming and disease resistant.

MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON®
To honor the heroic crew and
passengers on Flight 1549,
this is a fully double, red petal
version of the Home Run®
rose.

BONICA®
Pure pink landscape rose with
fresh-cut apple fragrance and a
bushy spreading habit.

CATHEDRAL BELLS™
Full and cupped pink blooms with a strong
fragrance of anise and lavender delight in the
garden. Vigorous growth habit and an upright,
arching form with good disease resistance.

Landscape Shrubs
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SHRUBS

COLLECTIONS

Continuously blooming plants with good disease resistance and
hardiness. Excellent for landscaping and mass plantings.

TEQUILA® SUPREME
Unique color. Orange and pink, aging to copper on
scalloped petals. Flowers continuously.
WHITE MEIDILAND®
Low growing shrub with lush,
tough foliage and non-stop
blooms. The pure, snow
white blooms make a clean,
spectacular show from spring
until fall.

PRETTY POLLY® PINK
A pink polyantha rose with very
good disease resistance and
exceptional flowering from spring
to fall. It maintains a pleasing,
compact habit.

2023

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

LANDSCAPE SHRUBS

RINGO™
Sunny yellow blooms, each
graced with a bold red ring
in the center. Sturdy and
disease resistant, this pretty
rose gives a long lasting
performance year after year.

PRETTY POLLY® LAVENDER
A pastel lavender polyantha
rose with very good disease
resistance and excellent
continuous flowering. Keeps
a compact habit.
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Landscape Shrubs

New!

PRETTY POLLY® WHITE
Very good disease
resistance and flowering
from spring through fall.
Compact habit and is
nearly thornless!

PEPPERMINT POP™
Two-toned, pink and
white color. Re-blooms
from spring through frost,
tidy habit and disease
resistance.

THRIVE!®
Hard-to-miss, bright,
fire-engine-red blooms
that last all season.
Excellent resistance
to black spot, rust and
mildew.

SEA FOAM

RINGO ALL-STAR™
The flowers start out a rich
melon-orange with a cherry-red
center and ages into lavender
and pink, creating a multi-colored
look across one plant. Easy to
care for and disease resistant.

RASPBERRY KISS™
Clusters of single soft-pink
blooms open to display a rich
raspberry-pink eye framing
golden stamens. This shrub
rose has a spreading habit
with glossy, dark green leaves.

~
SUNORITA®

Creamy white flowers
on long, trailing canes
with dark green, disease
resistant foliage. Excellent
hardiness.

Red orange buds open to reveal a soft orange bloom
made up of several dozen petals. As the blooms age,
they develop a golden tone. Deep green foliage cover
the sturdy, medium sized plant.

DRIFT ROSES

GROUND COVER ROSES MADE EASY
A cross between full size groundcover roses and miniature
roses. Tough, hardy, and disease resistant like a groundcover.
Beautiful repeat bloomers like a miniature.

PEACH DRIFT®
Peach Drift® has an abundance of
soft peach blooms, offering a pretty
pop of color to any garden.

CORAL DRIFT®
Very abundant, continuous
flowering rose with cup-like,
deep, coral orange blooms.

BUTTERCREAM DRIFT®
Luciously light yellow flowers with
cuplike petals that make a cheerful
addition to gardens of all shapes
and styles.

PINK DRIFT®
Deep pink outer petals with faded
center bloom. Abundant blooms
throughout the season. Excellent
disease resistance.

WHITE DRIFT®
Perfect, white, double
blooms adorn this ground
cover. Superior disease
resistance.

RED DRIFT®
Low creeping shrub
with scarlet red
blooms, and small,
semi-gloss, dark
green leaves.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

BLUSHING DRIFT®
Deep pink outer petals with faded
center bloom. Abundant blooms
throughout the season. Excellent
disease resistance.

2023

New!

APRICOT DRIFT®
Double, apricot colored flowers. Very light
fragrance.

SWEET DRIFT®
Clear pink, double
flowers with glossy,
dark green foliage.
Continuous flowering
and disease resistant.

LEMON DRIFT®
Lemon Drift® rose will lighten up any
landscape with its lemon yellow clusters. This
rose has a very bushy, compact and rounded
habit. Perfect for a variety of areas.

POPCORN DRIFT®
Popcorn Drift® has soft buttery yellow blooms that
fade to a creamy white. This continuous bloomer
flowers all season. This variety can have slight
coloration of Peach Drift®

Drift Roses
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DOUBLE KNOCK OUT®
More petals and more compact, rounded
habit than ‘Knock Out®’ but same great
resistances and deep cerise, cherry red.

PINK KNOCK OUT®
Powerful Pink Knock Out®
rose blooms continuously and
requires no maintenance.

PEACHY KNOCK OUT®
This delightful shrub rose has pink
petals with yellow in the center.
Blooms from spring to fall.

PINK DOUBLE KNOCK OUT®
Compact, upright with large, fully double, pink
blossoms. Glossy green foliage, heat tolerant, and
cold hardy.

FAMILY OF ROSES

KNOCK OUT®
2023

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

Known for its disease resistance and non-stop blooms. This
powerful combination results in non-stop blooms from spring
through fall. All Knock Out® Roses feature branded containers
and picture tags.

CORAL KNOCK OUT®
Unique, coral color is stronger in hot climates.
Young foliage is bronze red. Maintains upright,
round habit.
KNOCK OUT®
Light red to deep pink flowers
with light tea fragrance. Easy,
disease resistant with a
medium bushy form.

WHITE KNOCK OUT®
Excellent shrub rose that makes
a vibrant statement with white
blooms against dark green
foliage. Blooms spring to fall.

PETITE KNOCK OUT®
The first ever miniature Knock Out rose. The Petite
Knock Out® has non-fading, bright red flowers on
top of shiny dark green, black spot resistant foliage.
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BLUSHING KNOCK OUT®

SUNNY KNOCK OUT®

Blooms of light pink fade to
shell pink. Thrives in humid
climates.

Bushy, compact, rounded shrub
with bright yellow flowers and
dark green, semi-gloss foliage.

The Knock Out® Family of Roses

RAINBOW KNOCK OUT®

This uniquely colored Knock Out® has single coralpink blooms with a yellow center. The new foliage first
appears deep burgundy, then ages to dark green. The
continuous and abundant flowers make this colorful
Knock Out® a stunning specimen!

Our popular roses grown on 36” standards. These
are great in the garden or in pots to provide
stunning interest all season.

BLACK BACCARA®
One-of-a-kind Hybrid Tea
rose, the velvety texture of
the petals and unique color
will be an instant success in
your garden.

New!

DEE-LISH™
A tall Hybrid Tea Rose with a strong
fragrance of verbena and citrus. It has a
large, deep pink, non-fading bloom.

Romantica

BOLERO™
Strong fragrance of traditional
rose mixed with tropical fruit.
Disease resistant foliage.
Wonderful for cutting.

CANDY CANE COCKTAIL™
Displays bicolored blooms of white
suffused with deep pink to red edges.
Superior disease resistance for the type.
Grows well on its own roots.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

ANGEL FACE
One of the best roses of the
20th Century. The purest
lavender color with one of the
strongest fragrances in modern
roses. Ruffled petals add to the
charm.

New!

2023

New!

COLLECTIONS

36” TREE ROSES

TREE ROSES

CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
Velvety, dark red blooms
with strong damask
fragrance and compact
habit.
CORAL DRIFT®
Very abundant, continuous flowering rose
with cup-like, deep, coral orange blooms.

ADOBE SUNRISE™
Large, salmon-orange flowers
almost always in bloom
displaying excellent color with
the ability to self clean.

CHERRY PARFAIT™
Truly outstanding color
that holds nicely in
the heat and will last
all season long. Nice
rounded habit. Excellent
in all climates.

DOUBLE DELIGHT™
A perfectly shaped, spice scented hybrid tea
featuring yellow and red bi-colored flowers.

Tree Roses - 36” Tree Roses
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36” TREE ROSES

COLLECTIONS
Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

2023

TREE ROSES
(CONTINUED)

GILDED SUN™
Excellent, yellow, non-fading color
and exceptional disease resistance
for the type. Large, green, glossy
leaves. Own roots.

GOLD MEDAL®
One of the best yellow grandifloras
ever. Performs with color, fragrance,
vigor and disease resistance.

PERFUME DELIGHT
Deep rose pink buds with a strong rose
fragrance and large, dark green foliage on a
medium, upright form.

New!
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ICEBURG

INGRID BERGMAN®

JULIA CHILD™

Highly popular, award winning,
nonstop blooming from late spring to
frost with a mild sweet scent.

Dark red with full double blooms and
a soft, velvety texture. Holds up well
to heat and blooms from spring until
the first frost.

Butter-gold blooms are accented by super
glossy, green foliage. Strong fragrance and
disease resistance.

INTRIGUE
Deep purple-red buds and plum
flowers with a strong, citrus
fragrance and dark green leaves.

MISTER LINCOLN

Tree Roses - 36” Tree Roses

Classic, deep, velvety red blooms,
with a strong damask fragrance.
Tall upright form.

ORCHID ROMANCE™
Strong, citrus fragrance will remind you
of tropical places. The dark pink blooms
with lavender tones are reminiscent of an
orchid.

(CONTINUED)

POLYNESIAN PUNCH™
Polynesian Punch™ is a very compact
Floribunda that makes a great container plant.
It displays non-stop flowering in a kaleidoscope
of colors from orange to pink to yellow.

PEACH DRIFT®
Peach Drift® has an
abundance of soft peach
blooms, offering a pretty pop
of color to any garden.
TROPICANA
Large, clear coral orange blossoms with
sweet fruity fragrance on a medium-tall plant.

Nature’s Classics - Premium Container Roses

PEACE
Famous for it’s unique color
of brilliant yellow and pink,
wonderful for cutting with a
mild fruity scent.

New!

2023

New!

COLLECTIONS

New!

36” TREE ROSES

TREE ROSES

New!

PINK DRIFT®

Deep pink outer petals with faded center bloom. Abundant blooms
throughout the season. Excellent disease resistance.

SWEET DRIFT®
Sweet Drift® has very full, pink flowers,
which form in clusters, making for a romantic,
cottage garden look.

New!

PINK FLAMINGO™
With better winter hardiness and disease tolerance and much more
compact than most in its class, it’s ideal for a smaller garden or for
use in a large container.

RED DRIFT®
Low creeping shrub with scarlet red blooms,
and small, semi-gloss, dark green leaves.

Tree Roses - 36” Tree Roses
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36” TREE ROSES

(CONTINUED)
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COLLECTIONS

TREE ROSES

2023

DOUBLE PINK KNOCK OUT®
Powerful Pink Knock Out® rose blooms
continuously and requires no maintenance.

CORAL KNOCK OUT®

Unique, coral color is stronger in hot climates.
Young foliage is bronze red. Maintains upright,
round habit.

DOUBLE KNOCK OUT®
More petals and more compact, rounded
habit than ‘Knock Out®’ but same great
resistances and deep cerise, cherry red.

New!

WHITE DRIFT®

SUNNY KNOCK OUT®

Bushy, compact, rounded shrub with bright yellow
flowers and dark green, semi-gloss foliage.
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Medford Nursery Rose Collections

Pure white, fully double flowers, which
are a bright addition to gardens and these
compact roses are perfect for every size
space.

Our Popular roses grown on 18” standards. Perfect for patio
planters or the landscape.

COLLECTIONS

18” TREE ROSES

MINIATURE TREES

2023

AUTUMN SUNBLAZE®
Firey shades of bright, bold
oranges and reds, easy to grow
miniature roses that bloom from
spring until fall.

RED SUNBLAZE®
Hardy and easy to grow, these
compact miniature roses bloom
in bright, bold red from spring
until fall.

AMBER SUNBLAZE®
Bright orange blooms contrast
nicely against the semi-glossy,
dark green foliage. A charming
rose for walkways, containers
and small gardens.

the PETITE KNOCK OUT®
The first ever miniature Knock
Out® rose. Bright red flowers
on top of dark green, black spot
resistant foliage.

BRIDAL SUNBLAZE®
The soft white, fully double blooms are extremely long lasting and
durable in all conditions. Out-performs any existing white variety.
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RAINBOW SUNBLAZE®
Bright bold color, easy to grow! These compact
miniature roses bloom in bright, bold shades
from spring until fall.

SALMON SUNBLAZE®
Hardy and easy to grow, these compact
miniature roses bloom in bright, bold colors
from spring until fall.

SWEET SUNBLAZE®
Clearest pink of the Sunblaze® family with
beautiful, unfading, fully double blooms up to
2” across. Vigorous, bushy and tall.

YELLOW SUNBLAZE®
Ideal for containers and gardens. Hardy and
easy to grow, these compact roses bloom in
bright, bold colors from spring until fall.

Tree Roses - 18” Miniature Trees
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PREMIUM CONTAINER ROSE PROGRAM
The following page includes a full selection of varieties from the old proven favorites to the best
sellers for 2023. In addition to our line of Garden Roses, we are pleased to list Landscape Roses,
Miniature Roses, Miniature Patio Tree Roses, Standard Tree Roses, and our Rose Collections!
• A minimum of $1500.00 is required for delivery to one location by our truck.
• A 48 hours notice is required for pick-up at our nursery.
• A minimum of 10 roses per variety must be ordered. Please order in multiples of 10.
• Maximum volume discount on Nature’s Classics roses and collections 10%
• All Garden Roses will be grown with a proven soil mix to allow for easy care and maximum root growth!
• Sunblaze® Miniatures and Miniature Trees will be in a Dec-Grow® Decorative Container with licensed picture tags.
• Knock Out® and Drift® Roses are grown in branded containers with licensed picture tags.
• David Austin Roses are grown in square David Austin branded containers with David Austin picture tags.
• Medford Nursery Roses are grown in Nature’s Classics branded containers.
• All Roses will be individually color picture tagged!
Sales Representatives
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